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By MARY
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ANN EARLY

Introduces New Angle

"Original
Joy Juice", and
Last Saturday afternoon, Pat "The Tree" Milligan was crowned announcer Jack Hunter certainly did
king of "Dogpatch in Wooster," while the loyal students of "Phog-boun- d them up proud. Not only did he give
the weather to watch the most hilar' an adequate coverage of happenings
University" faced-dow- n
on the field, he even joined in the
day in Scot history.
ious turn-abobidding for the dancers.
'Way out and away the most unusual event of the afternoon was Next on the field were Ozzie Beck's
the football game between the junior and senior girls' teams. Each "Marching Scots". Their routines (of
gang had its own backer and said
origin) were cleverly done
court into the
line box, but and the boy really took their live in
rooter were coerced into cheering by
they managed and the game got under their hands on that muddy field.
the "lovely" female cheerleader.
-Their routine w e r e excellent and way.During the rugged second half the
timing bespoke long
their
serior
women crashed through with a
At the half, Senior captain Ruth
practice. (Their costumes were indefinal
of 12-- The "Jaunty Junscore
Backus crowned the K i n g with a
scribable, to why try?)
"Sassy Seniors" deserve
the
and
ior"
charming fur
and then
no end of credit for a
Exactly at four, the King and hi
turned the field over to Jan Johnson
hard fought game.
court were driven onto the field in one and her dancing B.
M. O. C.'. Their
beautiful new convertible and one
faultlessly executed routine would
Climax of the day's festivities was
"Heaven know what vintage" car. have
put the Moscow Art Theatre to the dance in the gym opened and
(So the registration paper said.)
shame and danceuse Joe Sherman will presided over by 'The Tree" and hi
First to descend was King Pat I, soon rival Pavlova. At the conclusion court.1 From hi throne in the center
whose escort was Nancy Jo Putman, of their performance, Miss Johnson, of the gym, King Pat had a commandfollowed by Jim Bidle led by Mikie assisted by auctioneer Dave Cull, sold ing view of the dance floor and esHagerman. In the tecond car were out the fellows to the highest bidders. pecially of the
sus
Bill Ratz, hauled by Carol Luckens, The gal in the stands nearly went wild pended from the center light. Pat
and Buck Pontius whose keeper was and someone actually bid three collar could not be reached for comment,
Betty Delaney, and John Allen and buttons and two chapel cuts. The but the consensus of opinion i that
Betty Kilgore. The female court had broadcast of the game was sponsored the view must have been "mighty in
- a little trouble maneuvering the male by the makers of the one and only teresting".
Kick-a-Po- o

1

Turnabout Day Successful

"Marry in' Sam", in the person of
Flip" Piper was present and ade
quately fulfilled his function by per
forming two ceremonies during' "the
evening.

ut

Dick Shaeffer's band did a top notch
job and the whole crowd really got a
kick (literally) out of the square
dancing. Things may have been a little
crowded and confused, but
everyone had a superior time.
,

boot-cam- p

all-in-a-

fifty-yar- d

After intermission came the costume
contest, judged by audience reaction.
Much originality was shown in the
"get-ups- "
of the various
Winners Lois Lyon and Janie
Stroh, Norm MacMillin and Johnny
Postle walked off with corn-co- b
pipes
and packages of "cutty plug".

,-

-

co-ordinat-

ed

0.

head-gea-

"turnip-mistle-toe-

d,

Entries in the
beard contest were judged by
Mrs. Mosel and Mrs. Douglass and
winner Bill Shoaff now has no excuse
for having a "five o'clock" shadow.
(His prize was a lovely, silver safety'
razor.)
Orchids to Joyce Jarman and her
committee for giving the Scott a pre
cedent-settin- g
day to remember land
live up to.
"grown-since-Sun-da-

"

-

Sub-Committ-

of Student Facuuty

ee

By

EDWIN FENTON

A subcommittee of the Student'Faculty Relations Committee in

Because even the "intents and pur
poses or the National Student Association are as yet unknown to the
majority of Wooster students, this
second in the series of articles will deal
with - what NSA can offer ua and
a world-wide
fellow students.

Pembroke Breaks
Tradition; Males
Become Members

self-go- v
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End Football Season
Scots
Touring Rights

'Dear Ruth' Waits

Debaters Triumph Wooster Invades Mount Union;
Craig Hopeful

Wooster Teams Defeat

Pending a
from New
York, "Dear Ruth" a la Wooster will
hit the road for engagements at SterFor the second successful bout with
ling High School, Dec. 2, and Dalton in the last week, debaters of The ColHigh School, Jan. 8.
lege of Wooster won three out of four
"We are reasonably sure the rights debates in the triangle meet with Ober
lin and Western Reserve at Oberlin
will come through," said Mr. Craig,
Wednesday.
.
the director, adding that playing away
Melconian
Hazelyn
and Marjorie
from Wooster's Little Theatre was
Yaple
defeated
Oberlin
both
and
something new.
Western Reserve. The other team,
- The cast appearing on Dad's Day, Rutlianne Cooper and Mary- - Ellen
Nov. 8, will present "Dear Ruth" at Frazier, won over Western Reserve.
Sterling, where Gwen Jones, '47, is
Wooster's representatives also pre'
dramatics instructor. The Home-comin- g
sented extempore speaking demonstra
cast will play at Dalton. Vivian tions before Oberlin speech classes,
Douglas, '47, veteran of Wooster's
Miss Cooper and Miss Melconian took
Little Theatre, is a member of the
part in a panel discussion on the sub'
faculty there.
ject "What can we do to preserve the
go-ahe- ad

Voice Yisiis Record
By HARRIET HALL
Where is a newspaper born? How
do fourteen pages of print come into
existence daily? Members of the Voice
staff learned something about these
questions when they visited the Wooster Daily Record Tuesday afternoon.
They arrived just as the presses were
starting to roll. They watched the giant
machine transform a roll of newsprint into folded newspaper that's
right, it's all done on one machine.
The presses are synchronized so that
the several rolls of paper are printed
on both sides at the same time and
rolled together to form the various
pages of the paper. The pages pass
between rollers which fold the paper
and as it passes out of the machine
it is cut into separate pieces, thus mak
ing the paper complete as you get it
later that afternoon.
Amazing machines abound in the
Record's press room. "Remote control"
linotype machines are among the won'
ders to be seen there.

Babcock is a Lovely Dorm - - - - Dignified Though

plaint on that score.
Since it is impossible as yet to de
termine if this new policy will put the
Act
Senior Girls
book store in the red or not, the new
pricing arrangements are only temper
By RAE PALUMBO
with the picture of Mr. Babcock on a
ary. At the end of a semester, we can
Babcock is a lovely dorm. In the table near the big bay window, there
make any further adjustments that are
sunlight it looks inviting and cheer- are adorable little room where you
necessary.
ful. It is conveniently located next to may enjoy a private conversation
The Student Senate wishes to thank
the Boles Golf Course, and the Stadi- if you don't mind girls running by
the administration, and particularly
um. It is very unconveniently located every two or three minutes who find
Miss Uhlendorff, for the excellent coso it it impossible to pass without saying
mile away from the Shack--o-r
operation and sympathetic understand'
seems on these cold fall days. There is hello the Wooster spirit, you know.
ing they have given u. Thank are
a delightful path from it which leads
also due to Dick'Poethig, whose book
To all appearances Babcock would
straight to Kauke and points south
exchange idea led to the revised setup.
such as the lib, Taylor, and the sci- seem very sedate and dignified and
ence building just so the Seniors will rightly so since it is inhabited by a
be sure of getting to classes on time. very sedate and dignified group of
IMPORTANT
The circular driveway makes it a girls. That screeching you hear comINDEX NOTICE
handy turning place if you're driving ing from the Smoker "where everyone
thejl
complete
Attempting to
along and want to turn around if stands" is pure imagination. Senior
photography for certain sections of you're lucky enough to have a car, girls don't screech. They may sing or
speak in a slightly raised voice but
the 1948 Index, two yearbook that is.
'
they are first of all ladies, who pursue
photographers will work overtime
inside
you
go
you
want
can
to
If
Tuesday.
the finer arts such as knitting. They
Monday
and
next
drive right up to the front door and are not tomboys except when their
All student are asked to observe
unless you're careful you may drive honor is challenged such as in the
campus bulletin boards Monday right through the front door. Inside
football game with the Juniors. They
morning. A list of picture will be you will find a huge, comfortable
potted and announcements will be
and if you can't find a place can kick and pass the punt and push
:
made in dining hall. .
to tit it isn't because there aren't any but underneath it all they are ladies.
chairs. Beside the big front room In the evening they study. They do
g-room

Photo by Bill Hewitt
has royalty too. More or less visible are Bill Ratz, Carol Luckens, Pat Milligan (and Saiocae),
Nancy Jo Putman, Betty Kilgore, Mikie Hagerman, Buck Pontius, Jim Bidle, Betty Delaney, and Johnny Allen.
Wooster
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meeting last week, worked out a compromise on the proposed student
It is true that the Bill of Rights in
book exchange. We think that we have solved all the major problems
national constitution of NSA af
the
without seriously hampering the work of the book'Store.
fects Wooster less than' it does other
Instead of an exchange run by the students, a uniform system of Colleges and universities due to the
pricing used books has been established. No change is contemplated fact that we already enjoy its provi
sions. Even so, such fundamental priv
in the present policy toward new
ileges as the right to issue a publica
books. Wooster has always had only a
tion free from pressure, to
markup on new books in con10
profit in almost all
ernment, or to no racial discrimination
trast to a 20
are denied large portions of our Amer
college bookstores. You have always
ican college youth. Through coordin
received your new books here at 10
ated positive projects NSA plans to
less than you would in most of the
better these and other basic conditions
other colleges in the state.
After much careful deliberation over in cooperation with local, state, and
What About Used Books?
The big complaint ha been about tryout paper handed in Tuesday and federal units.
used books. They fall into two genbefore, Pembroke Literary Society has
What then can NSA offer us? Per
eral categories: those that will be used
haps
a brief outline of some of the
chosen the following new members:
the next year, and those that will be rediscussions held during the constitu
placed by another text. A book that
Jack Bobbitt, Nancy Brown, Ed tional convention in Madison would
will not be used here again is sold to Cheatham,
Jean Harris, Larry Hay clarify this point.
dealer, If these books
a second-handehit Mina Hayes, Flo Kurtz, Lynn '
One of the most outstanding sug'
are going out of general use in col- McGuire, Rae Palumbo,, Frank Pierce,
was a United States Student
gestions
edition
leges (for example, if a new
Dorothy Radford, Jean Scott, Sam
''Culturale",
an attempt to portray
will
dealers
book
has come out) , most
Vutatakis, Anna Lou Watts, Sylvia
exhibits,
through
dramatic produc
nothing
only
pay
a quarter or
at all Williams, Janice Wilson, and Charlie
athletic
tions,
etc., the culcontests,
intends
book
to Kroghan.
for them. The
store
tural lives of the American college
make no profit on these books. Miss
This list establishes as fact the new student." Opportunities for partici
Uhlendorff will give you what she
thinks that she can get for the book. coed policy of the group, which until pation in all fields would be afforded
' She
then has to take handling expen- this fall was an organization for worn to everyone. Not only would national
low cost travel tours be arranged but
en only.
ses out of other revenues.
special invitations sent to foreign
Books that will be reused next year
First meeting with the initiates will itudent groups. Thus, an exchange of
will be bought back at their value. In
be held in Lower Babcock Dec. 2
ideas, both internationally and intra'
general, a used book is worth half
Plans for rewriting the constitution nationally, would stimulate
the think
a much as what you paid for it. One will be
among the topics discussed.
ing and understanding of an influen
that is badly marked is worth less, and
tial part of the population of the na
one in excellent condition is worth
tions of the world.
more. This is not only a local policy;
the same plan is used in most college
A second panel, weighing the sub
stores. Used books will now be resold Girls' Chorus on
ject of educational opportunity, beat 20 more than the bookstore paid
Members of last year's Girls' Chorus came especially concerned with the
price
for them. Both
will present a program of music on economic barriers deterring many aswill be marked on the cover so that
the 'WWST College Hour at 2:30 pirants to higher education. Their
the student himself will know all the
Sunday afternoon. This week's pro report stated in part, "The NSA adterms of exchange on each used book
gram of Wooster's weekly broadcast vocates a program of federal aid to
he buys.
will be under the direction of Miss the individual student, supports inWhat About Overhead?
crease in GI subsistence, encourages
Eve Richmond.
Out of the markups on new and
increased private contributions t o
used books, the book store must pay
of tcholarship and loan funds, and works
Mr. W. C. Craig,
the salaries of the book store employ- the college programs, has announced
to prevent the increase of educational
ees, postage, light, heat, etc. Last year, the schedule of WWST broadcasts for
fee."
Miss Uhlendorff's overhead was only the coming weeks. On Nov. 30, the
which is less than half of sim- Rev. C. John L. Bates will conduct a
Another of the projected activities
ilar organizations in other schools. religious service. The International of NSA lies in the international field.
Any money remaining after expenses Relations Club will hold a discussion Travel and study tours abroad could
are deducted will be turned over to in connection with Pearl Harbor Day be arranged in conjunction with fed'
the college to be applied to the debt on on Dec. 7. The following Sunday, Dec, eral authorities, Maritime Unions, and
the union, as in the past. It must be 14, the Men's Glee Club will present foreign organizations similar to ours.
remembered that the college charges a program under, the direction of Mr Provisions for special passports tor
no rent for the book store as most Paul Modlish,
(Continued on. page 4)
,
.
schools do. It is extremely doubtful
that any profits could cover this item
--
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Booster

Asks Wooster Aid
As Session Meets

Uniform Plan Set For Used Books

S

Siudeni National

Proposes Revisions And Changes

For Student Union Book Store
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"Dog-Patch-ers- ".
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Ii's The Atmosphere
not waste time at 'Smoker' or 'Shack,'
bridgethey find they have more than
enough late pers, and rarely find time
for bull sessions. In other words they
are a housemother's dream.
House meetings are a joy to them
especially at 11 o'clock on Sunday
night. They ' do not go to - sleep in
class because they always get enough
sleep at night. They never avoid sched'
uling first hour classes. Their dining
hall is by far the best on the1 hill
not every one can eat in the company
of horsemen sticking spears into bodies flying through the air. The man
who designed that frieze knew he
would have an appreciative audience.
They never get excited about the mil
lion and one meetings and dances held
in their basement. It's delightful to go
to sleep listening to the one o'clock
jump. Senior girls never gripe; are al
ways quiet and reserved. It' the atmos
phere. If you think this is all a lot
of malarky just come and visit Bab
cock and prove it you can! .

Four Seniors Play Final Game

Oberlin and Wesleyan

By LARRY PIPER

Wooster meets its final gridiron foe of '47 in its game with Ml
Union's Purple Raiders tomorrow afternoon at Alliance. Both teams
will be seeking to make their football campaign of '47 a success by
notching their fifth win of the current season as against four losses.
The Scot pigskin protagonists have yet to prove themselves on
foreign soil this year. Coach Johnny
Swigart s crew has been very potent on
Severance Stadium turf but strictly
mediocre away from the friendly confines of the Hill.
Wooster and Mount Have Identical
Records
freshgood
Now is the time for all
Peculiarly enough, Mount Union
men to come to the aid of their
has reacted in much the same fashion
papers, naturally the place as the Black and Gold, winning four
library, that is. home games while losing four on ento come is the lib
peace?"
Right now you think if you ever get emy terra firma. The fact that the
Capital University debaters led elev through with this thing, you'll be Purple Raiders have scored 94 (the
Scots' total is 76) of their 139 points
en other colleges with six wins in the
jconly too happy never to see another
direct clash tournament held here last
on the Alliance gridiron should indinote card as long as you live. Yeah? cate that they are mighty tough before
Saturday.
Arguing the proposition: "Resolved, You ain't seen nothin' yet. Ergo, bet- the home crowd. Mount has, however,
that ' a federal world government ter you should learn how now, or allowed a total of 42 points in its
should be established," Oberlin, Ohio forever hold your peace. And while four home games, an average of 10
Wesleyan, Otterbein, and Wooster
a
,
you're at it, remember that same fool points contest.
each scored five victories.
Nothing to write home to mother
Defending the negative in the first has read just about every book in the about has been the Scots' abysmal footround, Al Spritzer and David Byers place, so it's safer to write it your- ball offensive record for its four away
defeated the
team. self. A word in the head is worth any games. Dollars to doughnuts few real
In the same round Ohio Wesleyan fell consecutive 3000 in the book, unless ize that Wooster hat scored but tot
to Wooster's affirmative speakers Har-rolon solitary touchdown
you're trying for a 64 ticket out of points
'McComas, Dick Falls, and Walin contests abroad. Compart this with,
this rest home for broken down Phi
ter Grosjean.
the 70 points annexed by the Scott at
Bruce Love, Stanley McComas, and Betes. (Phi Bete you $64 you can't Severance Stadium.
Robert Hardy, on the affirmative, won get away with it, will you take me up
Wooster's defensive record away
their clash with Western Reserve in the on it?)
from home is almost as sad at its for
second.
Where was I when the intellectual eign offensive reckonings. Ninety-fiv- e
Upholding the negative for Woos- elite sneaked up on me? Oh yes, the of the 127 points scored by the Black
ter in the fourth round Sherer and library. This column is going
to say and Gold's pigskin opposition have
McColl overthrow Kenyon while af- some things both
of you already know occurred on alien soil.
firmative speakers Marjorie Yaple,
maybe you'd better take turns from
Scots Must Slow Down tho
Charlotte Fraser, and Hazelyn Mel- here on in. But stop interrupting met
Purple Raiders' Offense
conian clinched Wooster's fifth victory
The
Scots must find a meant of
First, there seems to be some uttft
by defeating Muskingum.
dispute
about your hour for haunting
Freshman debaters of The College
offense which thus far hat mn tfi
of Wooster presided over the events the mausoleum. It's tort of been asbell for 139 points in eight games- '
in which 12 colleges participated: sumed that you've got better things to ax
t
l uic o aaTV
scorea.
uivk iuiu
do
come Saturday night than to curl
Case, Denison, Kent
The Purple Phantoms have crossed
State, Hiram, John Carroll, Muskin- up with 100,000 good books. But if
that's
your desire, all you have to do the t'other sides' goal line at least one
gum, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan, Otteris round up some few buddies, have in each of its football tussles.
bein, Western Reserve, and Wooster.
An encouraging feature for Woos
them raise their right hands and swear
to boycott all college functions in ter is the fact that Mount's enemies
favor of Saturday night study halls, have also reached paydirt at least one
and drop their signatures together in each of the eight garnet; a
which augurs well for a high
with a doctor's statement as to their
scoring
affair in to morrow's pigskin
New Yorkers can have dinner at sanity and three
labels in the
melee.
home Friday evening, December 19 Student Senate suggestion box.
and still not cut any Wednesday classDefensive Records An Nearly Alike
Next item: Yes,' the stacks art closed
es. For the first time on the Wooster
u raw defensive records tor
on Sunday afternoons, and that means
campus those traveling home need not
both schools are almost identical with
(Continued on page 4) '
ride the Manhattan Limited to the big
Mount having chased 120 enemy
city varid environs.' You can now fly
counters into their and zona whereat
round trip from Holden Hall back to
Wooster W allcmad IT? tU
Holden for 30.25. Through Air Disto be racked up on the scoreboard.
patch of Cincinnati a
has been
Three common foes have been
chartered to carry 28 students from
played with the results all in favor of
Akron to Teterboro, New Jersey.
Telling of her experiences in Eng the Scots. Kent State dropped Mount
Teterboro is 25 minutes from Times land during and after the war, Mrs. 13-Wooster defeated the Flashes
Square near the George Washington Ferris, daughter of Dr. Delbert Lean, 13-Akron upset the Purple Raidbridge. Anyone going would leave spoke to the YWCA
the Scott undid tike Zip.
at their meeting ers
Holden by Greyhound at 1:30 Wednesday evening.
pert 21-And FindTey took the
Friday afternoon, and go directmeasure
of
both Mount Union and
Mrs. Ferris brought her ration books
ly to the Akron Airport. Once loaded
by
Wooster
scores
of 3
and 19-and emphasized the strict diet and
the airliner will leave
for
Mount Poetesses Weight Advantage
New York. Monday, January 3th limited wardrobes of Great Britain.
She
la Una
told
of
her
experiences
returning
the plane will leave Teterboro at 10
Mount
boasts
on of the heaviest
this
to
the
country
on
Queen Eliza
P.M., returning to Akron, From Ak
lines Wooster will have encountered
beth.
ron another Greyhound will roll back
all season. The Alliance eleven aver
to Holden Hall. Flying time is 2V4
Betty Tanner was also appointed" as
aget 20S founds per man en the line
hour each way. But time to Akron is freshman representative to the YWCA
in comparison to Wooster's 192 pound
(Continued on Page 2)
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"The Moving Finger Writes; and, having writ,
Moves cm: nor fill your Piety nor Wit
Shall lure it bac to cancel half a line,
or oil your Tears wash out a word of it."
Rubaiyat 0 Omar Khayyam.
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ALLEN E. VALENTINE
JEAN SCOTT
JOYCE JARMAN
KENNETH WRIGHT
LARRY PIPER

Live Y'er

Defer Chances
T.

"New York her wt come", was
cry of enthusiasts interested in
New York theatre trip to be made
tween semesters. The dream may
materialize though at the moment
exam schedule poses an obstacle.

the
the
be
still

the

As planned, twenty students were to
board the Manhattan Limited, bound
for the big city, on Wednesday eve
ning. Exams, however, are not over
.
Viu-Vpxnr AnrriTM. pk... T.-t- n.
Stewart.
linker,
Ted until Friday. The second semester beXi.r. In
nrlr. Rnrl
Penton, Helen ApicoU. Jan Palmer. Julia Owen, Rote Kesel, Barbara Not, Rita McColl, gins the following Monday, leaving
IsUur Wonder, fat Henderson, Swede iruelsea, rue raiomoo.
little time for the proposed trip.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES:
Pat Winters, auditor; Anne Shcne&eld, advertising manager; Pro
tier, assistant advernangmsnager; Mary Ellen Baker, circulation manager; Joan summers,
The full week end was to include
Jack Lyon, Beth Forrest, Florence Reeder.
residence
at 'the Hotel Algonquin,
Sylvia
Doug Miller. Herb Pears. Bill Campbell. Mary Jean Bennett.
STAFF ASSOCIATES:
Williams, Dorothy Rodger. Chuck Williams, Jack Dritt, Corky Marker, Mary Sterrett, where many of the theatre's person
Betsy Jones, Bill Morton, Milton Snyder, Pat Ewing. Sue Quay, Ralph Underwood, Tudy
Mr. and Mrs. Craig
Roberts, Peg Anderson, Barb Boyle, Bob Hardy. Marjorie Hulett, Harriet Hall, Bob Embley, ages assemble.
Mary Early.
were to accompany the group, and it
-

hoped that a prominent dinner
guest could be obtained for each go

was

STAFF ARTISTS: Joanne Windle, Bill Lankton.

casion. Approximately
75 was to cov
er the entire trip for each person, and
five plays were on the proposed agen
da; possibly "Man and Superman",
On a beaceful summer momine in Kunming, China, an old and "Medea", "A Streetcar named Desire",
beloved professor was waging towards the campus of the famous "Brigadoon", and "Annie Get Your
Southwestern U. He was shot dead right on the street by a man in Gun".

The Unforgettable Trademark

uniform, with no warning and nothing more than a few boos in his
hands to defend himself. Strangely enough all the seven bullets that
went through his body all happened to bear the popular trade mar
Made in U. S. A
Professor Wen had been a scholar and an authority on the ancient
classics all his life. His only crime happened to be his unyielding belie
in free speech and assembly of the people; and that he had made a
critical' speech directed against the Fascist elements in that country
the night before. Since then thousands of students as well as professors
and journalists have met the same tragic defenseless death for the
same beliefs and through the mercy oj the same brand o bullets.
beaches of Indo'China, a band of fierce young
On the
Annamites were slaughtered by a single burst of Browning tnachinegun
fire. They died heroes fighting for their national independence. Again
the bullets fired happened to bear the same familiar trademark. Only
this time the soldier who manned the gun happened to be an ex'Jiazi
Africa'Korps.
of the
The same tragedy is repeating itself in the tropical islands of
Indonesia. Here we find guns, tanks, planes and whole divisions of mil'
itary equipment bearing the same stamp employed against a people
fighting for the very beliefs that gave birth to the united states m 1776
Of course the American people may disregard this series of coin
cidences as an unfortunate accident where the wrong weapons hap'
pened to get into the hands of the wrong people. But there is great
doubt whether the people of the world will ever accept such innocent
explanations, the chances are that they will carry that wound deep
in their hearts for generations to come.
Today people who used to have the utmost confidence in the
"traditional champion of freedom and democracy" are beginning to
wonder. They wonder what has become 0 the people of that land
from which names lie Washington, fefferson, and Lincoln forever
echo in the hearts of the people throughout the world. Indeed, living
- in - this ragic-age,
remember the - advice-- of -- Abe
onecartnot-bu- t
Lincoln: that the only effective way to insure yourself from becoming
a slave is to see to it vigorously that the other fellow does not become
one. Surely, a positive move in reversing the direction of flow of these
unforgettable trade mars will do more towards winning the good
will of the people of Asia than all the self 'righteous battle cries of a
Holy War against Russia put together. Kung H. Lee.
balm-tree-

Some arrangement may yet be
worked out, and there is also the pos
sibility of postponing the trip until
spring vacation.

d

well-now- n

-t-

Bacchus on the Hill
An old problem has taen the center of the Wooster stage in recent
wees. I call it an' old problem because it has produced no end of con'
troversy on this campus from year to year. Actually, the problem has
never been solved; it has been brought up, discussed, and smothered
through many student generations.
That Bacchus is no stranger on this campus is an accepted fact.
He's been passing the fruits of his flowing bowl out to the student body
since this college too root here. I don't thin its possible to ostracize
him entirely.
The drinking rule, as it is commonly interpreted means only one
thing there is no drining at The College of Wooster yet, as I have
pointed out this has not solved the problem. Drinkjng has existed, does
exist, and I'd bet my sombrero that it always will exist.
We have a right to expect our student government organization
and our Administration to face this situation realistically and solve it
realistically.
Any legislation that entirely bans drining dodges the real issue.

A.E.V.

In Our Hands

By BERYL STEWART
The Live Y'ers have already got
the Christmas spirit!
Since last
Wednesday over ZOO gift packages for
families in Europe have been piling
up in lower Babcock. Over 400 girsl
in almost all dorms showed a terrific
response to a request of the Y World
Service for roommates to gather to
gether small essentials of socks, mit
tens, soap, tooth paste, etc. The idea
is to send boxes directly to the College Cevenol in France and to for
eign families whose addresses we have,
The purpose is the same as that of the
Freedom Train recently in the news
telling of its spectacular mission cross
country to pick up American contri
butions at all the major cities to send
boxes to Europe to offer supplies, good
will, and hope at a crucial time.
As a part of the Big Four job, why
not adopt the French College Cevenol,
where Dorothy Swan and John Comp
ton visited, as a project of sending
boxes and letters to regularly. To fi
nance .this, how about brotherhood
meals (soup to you, once in a while),
they were successful last year. Why
not have them again, we can grin and
bear it, especially when we see the dol
lars pile up in the Big Four treasury.
Also we can send boxes to friends in
foreign countries. Last Saturday the
Y.W. mailed five boxes, one to Mrs,
Kroner's friend Pastor Michel in Ger
many, one to the College Cevenol,
two to Eva Hochner's friends in Hun
gary and Germany, and one to Beryl
Stewart's friend in England. This week
packages went to address in Greece
that Scotty Mcintosh received from a
nurse whose Greek friends need things
desperately.

Letters

In

Editor

icy Reports

you received a copy o
the June 15, 1947, issue in which was
published an article by Phillips Tal
bot on "The Independence of India."
After a notable career as a student
and campus leader at the University
of Illinois, Mr. Talbot joined the staff
of the ChicagoJDaily News. Officials
of that newspaper tailed him to the
attention of the Institute of Current
World Affairs. The Institute sent'him
to London where during the academic
year of 1938-3he took the courses
provided for Indian Civil Service Pro
bationers. These courses included the
study of Indian history, religions, eco
nomics, administration and Urdu. He
then went to India where he under
took a systematic study of contempor
aneous affairs, From the. fall of 1941
to early 1946 Mr. Talbot was an of
ficer in the United States Navy. With
exceptions of short periods in the
Chungking area of China and a few
months in the United States, he spent
his time in India. He became an as
sistant naval attache and an assistant
naval attache forair. In March 1946,
he returned to the Institute of Current
World Affairs and shortly thereafter
resumed his studies in India, where he
at present. Under special arrange
ment between the Institute of Current
World Affairs and the Chicago Daily
News Foreign Service, he is also acting
as a correspondent for that organiza
tion.
a
rr. ft
iwr. i albot is cited here as a type
of young man to whom the Institute
(Continued on Page 4)

Romance became cool ashes to
remember.
We parted, you with no regret, and
still
I found amid the dust a lasting ember.
You lie unconscious, yet you try to
speak,
They said you called for me and now
I'm here.
Your lips are parting, hardly moving,
weak.
" I heard it soft but
"Madeline
clear.
My heart cannot escape this deadening

pain,
For Madeline, you

...

...

sary
see, is

not my name.

Europe and Truman's pleas for
eign aid.

for

The girls who have been on the job
as Y.W. World Service dorm leaders
are: Nancy Jo Wright, Hoover; Mer
ilyn Myers, Annex; Martha Murray,
Holden; Sue Greening, Miller; Mar
ian Stewart and Helen Bentley, Colon
ial; Ruth Anne Cooper and Alice
Clark, Korner; Donnie McMahon and
Margaret Herr, Beall; Jean Dutch and
Willianna St. Clair, Scott and others
well are: Bar
who have
bara Bowen, Marilyn Overholt, Cyn
thia Cole, Emmy Basinger, Dotty Day
ton, Marianna Paull, Eva Hochner,
Mary Sterrett, Cynthia Gould, Marge
Hagen, Florence Reeder, Ruth Ann
Coleman, Dottie Reed, and Jane Laws,
co-operat- ed

.

. .

1

Footprints: seemed good to see Joseph Hoover. Bindley's name
in print once more although he is still a Republican
he's out in
California teaching political science at U.C.L.A. Tis rumored that
Mr., Mosel said he would some day be president.
Believe it or not: the Student Union actually had some student
help today
maybe this will help the service in there TTT Babcock
beauties seem to believe the radio when it says only 34 more shopping
days until Christmas
. results of this were a series of carols which

...

.-

9

...

m

AM

-

.

G. Drushal as moderator, Ted Fenton and Amie Leiss took the side of
labor, and Hal McComas and Hazelyn
Melconian defended the management
viewpoint.
Following a historical review of the
problem by Ted
Fenton, Hal McComas enumerated
basic points on which both sides agreed
labor-manageme-

nt

Okay
New Constitution
Pre-Medi-

cs

...

"Pre-Medic-

2. Union and corporation funds
cannot be used to print news on fed
eral elections. This is viewed as a strike
a free speech. Union newspapers may
not even print voting records of mem
bers of Congress.
3. Unions may not be certified un
ess all officers are sworn
non-Co-

m

munist. Both sides agreed this was no
solution to the Communist problem.

national-emergenc- y

80-da- y

5. Detailed financial reports and
required) courses for a pre-mecurpractices
must be published by the
riculum. He also dwelt briefly upon the
procedure for Independent Study un- Unions.
der a pre-me- d
program.
The panel avoided the NLRB issue
because no one is sure how the new
board will choose to interpret the act,
Labor criticizes the NLRB as too un
wieldy, however.
d

.

.

.

2. Secondary boycotts by Unions
outlawed.
This point became lost in
Douglass
definition
of terms.
lack
of
a
Babcock
.... Livingstone
i. Closed shop outlawed; union
shop legal only after fulfillment by
Unions of many restrictive provisions
. Lower Kauke SLID particularly objected to th
Lower Babcock state powers to outlaw the Union shop
I:
Over federal legtstlati'on.
Douglass
......
Babcock
.
.
.
MORE ON

.

Hew York Flight
1)
Galpin . . '"'(Continued from Pase
.
.
. Chapel 1 nour and i) minutes, irain time is
15 hours each way
Anyone wishing reservations please
contact Robert Taylor, Section
.

2:00-7:0- 0

re-sui- ts

'
;

:

Chapel
Kauke

Points of controversy' which were
discussed by the panel were:
1. Union dues "check-off- "
system
forbidden except on written request
of the worker.

Galpin

10:00-12:0- 0

Choir
S.L.I.D
A.A.U.W.

un-notable-

s,

'

nt

al

.

-

non-payme-

lite McdneU

Congressional Club
Band Rehearsal
Girls' Chorus
....

After The Wind

from their jobs due to loss of union
Lysander?
membership exceptor
Meanwhiler the nation- has
of dues in a Union shop.

Good points of the bill agreed upon
Thorn Vandersall called the second
were:
meeting of the
Club" to
1.
Illegalization of jurisdictional
P.M.
Tuesday.
7
order at
Five com- strikes. The majority of such strikes
mittee members drew up the constitu- were considered indefensible.
tion during the preceding week and
2. In
strikes
injunctions are possible. This
aforementioned constitution was discussed. It was then amended and ac- measure combats the irresponsibility
r
of some labor leaders.
cepted as amended. Meeting time was
3. Strikes are outlawed for 60 days
set for 7 P.M. the first and third Tuesfrom the time of contract expiration,
days of every month. Officers will be
4. Employers may sue unions for
elected at the meeting on Dec. 2.
violation
of contracts. (Fenton ob
When the business meeting was closed,
jected
possibility of too broad
the
to
Dr. Chittum talked briefly concern,
interpretation.)
ing recommended (but not necessarily

.

7:00
4:30
4:45
,7:00
7:00
8:00

...

have inspired senior women all week
Turnabout: seems like the women took Sadie Hawkins day pretty
iterally . . . not only were they courteous dates at the dance, and
terrific gridders at the game, but the sacred bars of Pembroke literary
society were lowered to admit the stronger sex . . . ho hum, guess
there won't be any more meetings in F$an Jillson's room in the wee
hours
Puleez: Bill Shack
can't something be done about the juke box?
You've got fine records but they all sound like they've got those mid
semester blues, too . . . thank you, please . . . never moralize in a
newspaper they keep saying. But this ought to be said somewhere and
chapel is not the place.

y

ht

.

-.

;

Taft-Hartle-

st

Today we Americans hold the future of much of the world in
our hands. We are the bulwark of the democracies, the only nation
with the material and spiritual means to rescue Europe from the
chaos of the postwar world. The need is plain; the means are at hand,
but we ve got to stop acting he the Wn century. Edwin Fenton

two long years we lived as one.
'
until

Corporation Discussion
Clears Fog From Labor Issue

was last year.
FRIDAY, NOV. 21
4:00
Choir
All through the
the
thirties, the majority 0 Americans
in
Westminster
Church Dinner
were franly isolationists. Despite the constant etforts of correspondents
8:00
Ninth Section Square Dance
and scholars to shae us out of our complacency, we Ohioans clung to
8:00
Second Section Informal
our belief in two worlds, Korth America and every place else. We
Beall Hall Formal
8:00
..
.
8:00
refused to listen to the rumble in the storm clouds that were forming
Eighth Section Open House
.
over Europe and Asia, but we, made a sudden about'face after Pearl
Harbor. Isolationism sounded pretty silly on Dec. 7; it died with SATURDAY, NOV. 22
Band Rehearsal
our fleet and more than 3,000 of our men and supposedly, it's still dead,
2:00
Echoes Bridge Party
W.A.A. Play Day
But underneath the new styles in Congress, the same old isola- 8:00
Senate Vic Dance
tionists are doing business at the same old stand. This time they are
8:00v
Informal Rush Dance tThird Section)
shouting "economy at home, cut the taxes, let Europe tae care of
rootball Mt. Union there
herself", .but, what, jhey, Imply is that they thin we can get .along
all alone in the world on our
little continent. AH that SUNDAY, NOV, 23
.9;15v Freshman Forum
Senator Taft and his cohorts have done is" change the styles d little,
4:00
Westminster Fellowship
but they haven t changed the real men underneath.
Coed Outing Club Hike
; It seems logical that two years of thought
Sixth Section Smoker
and planning by
hundreds of experts should produce a few valid conclusions. The
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24
of such a study are embodied in the Marshall Plan and in the
4:15
Men's Glee Club .....
President's recommendations to Congress. Mr. Taft seems to thin
4:30
String Orchestra
that he can calmly brush aside the conclusions of ail these men and
Community Concert
8:00
Senate Meeting ....
proceed with his own pet project of tax cutting, which may win votes . 9:00
but which can't possibly eep Europe out of Communist control.
TUESDAY, NOV. 25
It is difficult to believe that his memory is so short.
not-so-tig-

For

Miss Guille's letter in

SLID

"

9:00-11:0- 0

,

had.

Bv JOYCE T ARMAN
In memorium: many thanks to all those who worked on the Sadie
Hawkins' Day success . . . from the football game in the afternoon
to the big shindig at night there was fun for all. Somebody ought to
make sure that this becomes a yearly affair. In case you hadn t heard
speak'
there were 550 people at the dance. That's a real record
ing of said dance, Mrs. Mosel deserves a dozen orchids for her valiant
service to mankind .TNote to all those who worried: Salome is now
returned to her pen and is happily oinking tales of her debut to the
rest of the Grosjean swine, pigs, that is . . .
Blues tn the night: why doesnt the Voice receive some letters
'rom you women who must feel strongly on the double standard
problem on campus? . . . now we ask you, is it any worse for a girl
to drink than for a fellow? If we take the same exams, eat the same
food and sit in the same classes, why can't we have the same freedom?
Maybe it's not too late to get on the woman suffrage bandwagon
after all . . .
Talk of the town: that hair cut Rheem Hegner is wearing has
people staring. The general concensus seems to be pretty much in
favor of the sheering
graduates of this special barber college
were Jinx Schreiber and Bill Steiner. Advance appointments are neces-

By JACK BOBBITT
Now that Elizabeth and Philip are finally yokemates, Britain will
undoubtedly feel somewhat of a hymeneal hangover as the result of
the suspended decorum which they have lately exhibited. And with
the reputed two million dollars worth of wedding presents, the royal
couple will probably be glad for the chance to retire to some old castle
or the purpose of straightening out the family exchequer. Such as
it is. But with the anticipated return of the American notables, and
even quite a ' few
eyewitness accounts from all the
comedians, garter'donors, and negligecknitters who witnessed this
scintillating solemnization are being eagerly awaited by all well'wishers.
Representatives of SLID and THE
Although it might make an interesting comparison to consider the
disagreed. Bad points of the bill
Corporation met last Wednesday eve- or
emotional furor which our Margaret would stir up should she settle
mentioned were:
ning in an informal discussion of the
down with some sturdy character. At least she wouldn't get any
1. Workers may not be expelled
Labor Law. With Mr. J.
knitted hoods for soft'boiled eggs as did Lilibet . . . Hows. that,

5:00-8:0- 0

.

drives me mad,
So oblivious to your race with time,
And robbed of flesh and color it Once

attd Annomi

BlUiai,

Who has spare dimes? The Holden
the Alumni girls, believe it or not, dropped spare
to the
Bulletin she tells how welcome those pennies and dimes in a jar till their
CARE packages are in France. There pot of gold totaled 7.50 and they
(Note: Lowell Bourns, '27, of Mans is a lot we can do in sending pack gave it to the Y.W. World Service for
field, has sent me a letter recently re ages, having clothing drives, dropping food and postage for packages. That's
ceived by him from the Institute of spare pennies and nickels in jars that dorm spirit with no pressure from
Current World Affairs. This looks like
a bona fide invitation to nominate would show concern over the crisis in YW income tax collectors.
likely candidates. Ralph Young, Dean
of Men.)
As a subscriber to the Foreign Pol

The new styles in women's dresses have raised a lot of dissention
in many an American home. Complaints run from the "I tie to
loo at women's, legs, but now I can't" variety to the "Its immoral
when people in Europe have no clothes" school. But beneath tfie
Jong skjrts, the American woman is approximately the same as she
mid-we-

By FLO KURTZ
Your hand lies limp and lifeless here
in mine,
Its stillness mocks me, haunts me,

The
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Reservations and money for space
Chape!
Kauke during Christmas vacation will be taken
Chape! after Thanksgiving vacation. The 30.25
to New
Senate Room rates will apply round-tri- p
York. If there is sufficient demand
flights also will be booked to Roches
Congressional Room ter, New York, Pittsburgh, Detroit,
Lower Kauke and, Chicago.
This is your chance to fly horn
. Shapel
chance to arrive home rested
your
Chape!
quickly,
and economically. Don1
Babcock
miss
it.
L
Lower palpin
..
.

aonntself "proud DyTtsadhatidhrto

the Friendship, Train which recently rolled across the continent. And
columnist Drew Pearson should be purely pleased with himself for
dreaming the scheme. The point, of course, is to have one ship'full
of food in a French port by Christmas and a second in an Italian
port by New Year s. The response having been so much more than
was expected, the American people seem somewhat surprised at their
collective philanthropy. Just another example of what we can do
when the spirit is willing
Sadly enough, the peristaltic action of the Douglas J. movement
has been increasing. There is little doubt in anyone's mind that Big
Mac will accept should he be ladled the invitation. Any of you guys
remember the match'folders you had in the Philippines""." the onss
with "I Have Returned" stamped on them?
That look you ve been seeing in the eyes of the men on campus
.

...

doesn't come, oddly enough, from the harrowing experiences of Sadie
Hawkins Day, for now that the hunting season has opened, all the
strong and virile rabbit'ehasers are yearning in the direction of the
hinterland. Maybe over Thanksgiving vacation we can get healthied
up enough to lose some of that Kenarden pallor

...

Don't Quote Me

- But

JONES and M. J. BENNETT
How come the strict segregation of fellows and girls in chapel?
Is this practice a hangover from "Puritan Days" or is it a relief to get
away from the opposite sex for this 30 minutes?
Neither. To sit with the fellows in chapel would be a pleasure
(as far as I am concerned), but, with assigned seats, what can we do?"
bally Ktstow, 51
"If I may be permitted to point to Oberlin: segregation is not
practiced there; seating is purely alphabetical. Mixed seating in chapel
Dic Vaughn, '49
would be quite acceptable to me."
It s not a relief to get away Irom the opposite sex but a chance
to listen to the speakers! Lets keep it only for 30 minutes, though!!!!"
Urns Camp, 51
"T (ot
re
Plnfvraf Vuranc Vm a STV Snmf nf mv fino
friends who have the misfortune to be at the end of the alphabet have
to sit at the back. It would be nice to see some new faces around
both male and female. Is the segregated alphabetical seating really
.
necessary?
Jane Beal, 49
I too wonder why, but I think its not a bad idea. It isnt too'
much of a strain upon the weary heart of our campus lovers tohave
to be separated for this brier period tour times a week. 1 feel that the
deeper loves of our campus romanticists will be able to make the grade
in spite of this great block in their roadway. How else is it possible to
keep a student body rrom impromptu portrayals or the Romeo and
7orm Griggs, '48
Juliet scene in front of our guest speakers?"
"This segregation during daily chapel and Sunday service is defiin'
itely of bygone days. Why should Wooster be
i
Pat High, '50
have
aystem, then turn around and segrc
a
"Why
bysetting
gate the students? This defeats the purpose of
Herbert Himes, '50.
up walls that theoretically are to be torn" down."
practice or strict segregation or reiiows and girls in chapel
does seem a haneover from .Puritan days, or at least our eradcschool
days. It seems fitting to me that college students should be given oppor'
tunities to cooperate and to intermingle more in these meeting periods,
for aren't we mature enough to conduct ourselves properly in the
Ruthanne Cooper, '50
presence of the opposite sex?"
colleges.
"It does seem to be a throw back to the days before
Then, of course, there was strict segregation of the fellows and girls.
Now we all think of our colleges as the most progressive of all our
institutions. Whether there would be an intermingling of the students
or not, I think they should at least feel free to do so, should they so
desire."
Price Daw, '51
By BETSY
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By LARRY "Flip" PIPER

Ilollingsworih and Cadis Glill:r
Seventh s First Loss Since ICh

i

Coccia Sparkles
Strong Heidelberg Team Wins 0
On Forward Wall
Scot Line Stiffens Before Goal
9--

My congratulations to Joyce Jar-ma- n
and her capable crew of assistants
who were responsible for the promotion of the Sadie Hawkins' Day game
and dance. The game was, in my
opinion, a unique contribution to the
development of Woos- ter sports. Certainly it
proved the most popular event to hit the
campus since the Oxford debaters. Even the
mm
a. .,.,mm
ramy afternoon tailed
to mar the enthusiastic response of the
students to the first All-Gfootball
classic to be played at Wooster.
The Babcock Baccalaureates exer
cised their seniority rights in whipping
Mrs. Golder's
Holden's Helions, 12-fair ones exerted a definite superiority

TT.rts

Seniors Crack Juniors'
Defense For Two TDs

Second Section defeated a battling,"

By ROSE KESEL

ifth scored the other 12 points
Seventh team, 12-on
By CHUCK WILLIAMS
Despite the heavy mist and soggy
'way back in 1942.
Last year Bob Coccia was one of the
Don't let anyone ever tell you that the Princes treat their guests field, the Sadies of the pigskin dog Veterans' Field Tuesday afternoon in
most outstanding gridders on the Scot
After the absence of intramural
with dignity and grace because the Scot eleven will tell you differently. gedly fought their way through four the pigskin clash which yesterday de
eleven. He performed assiduously the
cided (Second defeated the Kappa competition in 44 ana 47t serenus
Heidelberg proved to be a very poor host as it ground out a 9'0 victory
duties of offensive center and defenexciting quarters of fast football play
over the Scots at Tiffin last Friday evening.
Phis 42 to 0 yesterday) the again copped the championship in
sive end. A sixty minute competitor in
Wooster Held For Seven Downs Within Their 10 Yard Line
I champion
or the intramural touch 1946. In the seasons of '46 and '47
many of Wooster's pigskin clashes of
, .
,
.
field
only
eight
with
yard
and
minute
Probably
Both Wooster and Heidelberg were brilliant on defense.
Seventh has scored 314 points against
'46, Bob realized more minutes of
I
.
the finest goal line stand seen in many
very
was
game
realquarters,
still
the
the opposition's 12.
vict0ry
Second
was
of
tenth
its
a
in
playing time than any other individual
back and lobbed a pass to
a moon was that of the Scots when faded
istic to both the participants and the row against no losses. During the sea
member on the Scot squad.
This has been a successful intra
Johnny Giizzo who made it to the 7.
son Kenarden II racked up 204 points
they held the
Heidelberg
n
spectators.
Coccia Fell on His Own Kickoff
deserted
mural league from every sens of the
But hereupon Lady Luck
to the oppositions' 12. Seventh's record
For TO in '46 Denison Game
team . for seven downs within the Wooster's eleven as two more aerials
The game began with the Seniors shows six victories against one de word.. MM
1 be majority ot tne games nave
Coccia's performance in the Woos- - Wooster ten yard marker without al- failed to connect for the necessary
well
played and intensely inter
been
tne
on
tor
receiving, atrock kicking
feat.
game of '46 was character- - lowing the
the competition has been
esting,
and
Princes to get a smell of yardage.
Hollingsworth Spearheads
Juniors. Thus, starting on the offen
istic of the alert play Bob contributed
Field Goal Ices Game
much
rugged than was the case
more
touchdown terra firma. On their
Second's Attack
to the Scot cause all last fall. Bob
Heidelberg promptly kicked out to sive, the Seniors seized the advantage
'46.
in
The outstanding player on the field
kicked off to the Big Red in Wooster's eighth try, however, Heidelberg finally the Wooster 38. The Scots' attack and held it for most of the first quar
beyond a doubt Captain Dick Hol
was
Homecoming game of '46 and fell cracked the vaunted Scot wall.
throughout the tussle,
again bogged down at this point, and ter, several gains were made by end
lingsworth
of Second who scintillated
The game had its quota of "ups and on his own kickoff in the Denison
The Tiffin terrors took advantage Busack went back to kick on fourth runs, and a pass play trom uip to on both the offense and defense. His B-down. The pass from center was bad.
downs", much to the amusement and end zone exactly 13 and 810 seconds
passing and daringly efof a break in the form of a blocked
King brought the Seniors their first
Busack muffed the ball, and the Stu
gratification of the assembled crowd. after caressing the shoat with his foot.
fective broken field running set up
an early first period TD
dent Princes took over on the Scots' touchdown.
The female in motion play, as exe The suddenly demoralized Denison punt to push
both of Second's scores.
During the second quarter, the
cuted by the sals, proved quite ef eleven was no match for the Black and across the goal line the only touch 22. After three downs had netted
fective, though not as thoroughly de Gold following that six point quickie, down of the contest. The Heidelberg them a yard loss Slemmer went in to
Wooster's coeds will compete with
He was ablv abetted in the back- veloped as its male counterpart. Staid I an the Scots rolled to a convincing gridders played an offensive and.
try a field goal, Toeing the ball from 'Statue of Liberty" play worked for a
. .
fi ,
nav
Cfl
e
EnJ
Emmmuei
trom
representatives
win.
the Black and Gold's 29 he split the
old Severance must have lifted its
defensive line against the Scot eleven
long gain, with Syrios carrying the Blackshear proved a constant touch-ba- and Flora Stone Mather in a field day
three
uprights for the
This year Bob has devoted his time
stony eyebrows in amazement when it
throughout the entire game.
around left end. The combina- - down threat, and guard Dave .Castle of sports tomorrow. This WAA
beheld Scot lovelies making passes and and energy almost exclusively to play
pointer which put the ball game on
Play Day will begin at 10 AM.
citadel of
wa
in Ae
.being penalized for unnecessary rough ing on the left end of the line, both on
The Scots threatened only once, ice. The third quarter ended with the tion of Culp to King again resulted in
with
hot game of hockey between
a
p
t
t
defensive
Sparkling
o
on
the
the
for
I
nese and offside maneuvers. Usually defense and offense. Starting slowly penetrating to the Heidelberg nine score
in favor of the "Prince"-toa touchdown tor tne seniors, and at
plucky Seventh team was Captain Stu Flora Stone Mather and Wooster on
'tis the male who is the instigator and because of an injury sustained in the
j line before losing the ball on boys.
the half the score stood twelve to noth Cooker and George Stocker.
yra
the field behind Babcock. At the same
I
!' ;
!
if
L.
Wooster did not threaten seriously
recipient: 01 1110 loregwng aiuuua, jonn varrou game, coccia reacnea nis
Gene
ing.
the
early
third
time,
our 20th century Robin Hood-essquarter.
downs
in
both in daylight and twilight sporting top peak of perfection in the Musin the fourth quarter, lhree passes
lhe hrst score ot the game came
will compete with those from
The second half saw the ball most midway in the first half as a result
kingum game; he has been a bearcat Bissel's booming punts kept the Scots which clicked for 43 yards enabled the
evenis,
e
in an archery
deep in the hole, and Wooster's punts Scots to move to the midfield stripe, ly in the hands of the Juniors. Swi- of Dick Hollingsworth's 25 yard pass
Scot femmes proved that they had on offense and defense since.
absorbed a goodly quantity or toot- jj
were of little effect because of the Punting again held the major spot' gart and Zaun clicked on several pass to Dave Blackshear, who had slipped
Surred Against Oberlin
A second hockey game will be held
Unll .auvu Ima tm ufArlrmanti IrA ......
n
mflfl. I,
behind the secondary of Seventh.
it
, ne o .nf,
light during the fourth quarter.
ft
nor,
utollnr
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plays', but at the close of the second
"
swift and tricky running of Dick But'
between
and Wooster at 1 1 A.M.
safety
"Blacksheep"
mousethen outran the
.,P11i- -r
Aava.tat:n ,n nt,..!m.
in which opponents were
Score by quarters:
dorf, the Princes' safety man.
the Juniors were still not able to
half
Flora
will strive against
Stone
Mather
Woosleast
man to score.
trapped, and girls too! At
Heidelberg
6 0 3 0
for victory. He set up Wooster's final
lines
opposing
to
through
the
the
break
Outclassed
on
archers
time
our
that
in the archery
Scots
Were
at
display
finest
ter U. was treated to the
Emmanuel Passes For Second TD
Touchdown: Devine.
two TDs in the 20-victory through
eld.
Ground
and
Air
ended
game
infiltrate
The
touchdown.
yet
"tailbacks"
score a
of Scot
to
The second TD came early in the
Field goal: Slemmer.
the recovery of a fumble and the flag
The Scots were outclassed both in
All the weary contestants will be
into the stadium.
with the Seniors still leading twelve to second half. The Tri Kaps received
ging of an aerial in addition to prov
Heidelberg
the
ground.
and
the
on
air
served
at a luncheon in lower Kauke
the kickoff but were forced to punt to
Realizing the Syrios nature of the ing a stone wall on end arounds and
nothing.
five passes, and
of
completed
out
two
At 1:30 badminton and vol
12:30.
Second. Dick Hollingsworth cut off at
impending game and the durability of constantly rushing the Yeomen pas- Wooster
Representatives of the Senior class
completed only seven of 20.
Scots
the
leyball
will
be played in the gym.
I
tackle on the first play from scrim'
the Juniors' line, Babcock gridders iers.
who braved the mud and rain are: mage -Princes
the
Student
ground
the
On
and raced to the left sideline
Wait, don't stray from this column! were compelled to memorize the foM
:
a
r a FoUrlh ill 001161106
Coccia - hails - fromaHttle town . downs
seven
up
hrst
and
chalked
Chaffee,
Boettner,
Backus,
Adams,
for a total gain of some 50 yards, I have news that will make you cancel
lowing poem before sane time:
named Wooster in the state of Ohio. total gain of 182 yards, while the
The Wooster harriers wrote "finis"
V
Heg- - Deep in Seventh's territory, Bob Em- all those plans you've made for toCulp,
Fravel,
Hartman,
Davis,
He earned a letter playing with the olaid made five first downs and 116 to their
cross country
CROSSING THE DAftJKJ
manuel flicked a short pass to that night. It's not quite 7:30 yet, so yon
, Heitmann, Keibler, Kesel, King,
Wooster
Generals
by
'41
in
and
'42
by
placing
schedule
fourth
in the
Afternoon and game time,yards total gain.
man "Holly" for the second and just have enough time. Grab your
playing the center and guard posts.
Ohio Conference cross country meet, Mason, Miller, Munnell, Palumbo,
And one clear call for me!
f
After receivinff" the
the Thus
clinching TD.
shorts, tennis shoes, and a blouse and
Wooster's long distance record Penn, Pierson, Syrios, Zuppas.
upon graduating trom high school
And may there be much moaning of
Pon,mefl two 0av in crashing
dash to the gym. Tonight, from 7:30
this
writer's
Irregardless
of
section
the Bar(r),
Those who gave their best for the
Kooert i. attended Kent state tor a from their own 37 to midfield with for the season of '47 reads one win
Night at
to 10:00 it's
have
been
affiliations,
it
must
apparent
over Denison), five losses, and dear old class of '49 are: Bendler,
short period and then transferred to Kennedy lugging the leather.
When Babcock puts to sea.
Severance.
outplayed
Second
majority
that
the
to
the fourth place finish in the Ohio Barr, Bertolamy, Bowman, Carlson,
i
the ol' Alma Mater. After a thirty
(You should have seen that
Seventh- most of the game and freThe fun will begin with volleyball
Heidelberg recovered a Scot fumble Conference meet in Oberlin.
four month stay in his Uncle Samuel's
muddy field!)
Fowlie, Frey, Marker, Markler,
deep
Kaps
quently
the
their
had
Tri
in
the cage. A special demonstration
tne
tnree
piays
Coast Guard, the 210 pounded re on the next play, in
Quay, Sorensen, Steele, Strock,
The Case Scientists, who placed
own territory.
the ups and downs of badminton
nothing
on
gained
and
But such a team as moving seems
Princes
Student
turned to the Wooster campus in the
four runners in the first ten, took first! Swan, Swigart, Tucker, and Zaun.
being
contested-tha- nks will be given by C H. Nichols and a
asleep
ball
kick,
the
cleanly
forced
was
to
were
The
game
fall of '46.
place honors. Of the other five com
(All Seniors look the same way)
downed on the Wooster eight yard peting schools,
to the efficient reffing of Coach group from Cleveland at 8:30. Folk
was second with
A mainstay in the Wooster line for line.
Too strong for any loss,
ana! Dean Racky Young dancing, beginning at 9:30, complete
Mose
Hole
45 points, Oberlin third with 51,
the past two years, plans for a w
Busack's Kick Blocked
When that which drew from out the
wee
mite rough near the end, the entertainment.
It
a
got
Wooster fourth with 96. Toledo placed
ning eleven in '48 must of necessity in
parlor deep
Kennedy was stopped cold this time,
be expected although
but
was
this
to
dude Bob Coccia, whose speciality is and on third down Busack attempted fifth, and Mount Union did not have
Returns the boss.
condoned.
not
enough runners to constitute a full
the upending of overconfident grid
to kick out. His kick was deflected by team.
Two great football empires have
Plan now to be among those Scots
Twilight and evening bell,
iron foes.
Auble, the Student Prince right end,
thus
been undermined this fall: first
Cleveland
will
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trek
the
to
who
Phil Thomas took first on the four
And after that the dark!
and the ball was recovered on the
which Columbia edged
Army,
when
Dec.
night
5,
of
the
Friday,
on
sombre
K(Nell)
mile
And may there be no
course in the time of
eight yard line by Heidelberg. Two
Blaik's service eleven had
after
Earl
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bucket
Coach
Mose
Hole's
Russ
21 minutes, 50.7 seconds, and
In Severance Park..
line plunges by Devine placed the
basketball schedule been undefeated in 32 games, and now
Churchill of Case placed behind him. open their
ball on the one yard line, but at this
Fpr though our foes did set an awful
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When I have crost the Bar(r) .
pass
A
Butdorf
by
21.
the
returned
to
approximately
entn
have
scored
instructive and entertaining. Watch
and 24th respectively.
1Z,
points, against the oppositions
from Devine to Gribble save the
it
..A W HUTU
for the time!!
t.u
JU11I1 mt0.kmVlk 19
Scoring the Seniors' two touch'
Princes a first down on the 9. Bill
all out m an enorc to recruit ai
' downs,
Pat King clearly established
Valentine skirted his own right end to Keepsake Diamonds, Walthamj strong basketball team similar to the
her right to rain as a queen tor a Scot
the Vt yard line where he was knocked
Drop
grid powerhouse which it developed
For Yourself or Christmas Gifts
Watches. Elgin American Com
day: and she couldn't have selected
out of bounds. .With three plays left
prove an interest
should
this
fall.
It
Pearls.
pacts,
Fresh From Their Wrappings
54-3- 2
a better time for it.
Kent
and a half yard to go, Heidelberg
ing game in furnishing Scot fans with
Use Our Layaway Plan
Rheem
is
that
however,
It not true,
again sent Devine smashing into the
Captivating NIGHT GOWNS & PAJAMAS
1 he Wooster
an insight into the basketball potenScots punched out
WHITE'S JEWELRY
Hezner was divested of her shim
'
line.
warStyled by Rona Gay '
tialities of Coach Hole's present
their first win against an alien basket'
STORE
mering jocks as the result of a cut
Devine Scores Heidelberg TD
riors of the hard court.
ball aggregation as they smothered
$7.95 to $14.95
off play on the football field, that is.
the thud of bodies and the
Amidst
Kent State Extension under a
The Juniors' quarterback is said to score. It was the hrst practice game clashing of pads and helmets, the
have contributed the following classic of the season for Coach Hole's quia Scots held firm for two downs. On
Fashion of Distinction
remark after glancing at the final
fourth down with still a half yard to
tet.
:
"We ain't (pardon
PUBLIC SQUARE
score of
the
Tricolors
paydirt
territory,
go
to
The Black and Gold's lean and
VTall." hungry, basketeers started slowly and of Heidelberg were not to be denied;
me, aren't) got "Nut"-in812
THURS.-FRI.-SASimply a case of the Juniors biting
trailed Kent at the end of a few min Devine slashed over his left tackle for
off more than they could "Culp"!
Two Hits
utes of play. Assuming the initiative the six points. The kick for extra point
Deserving special notice are cap
wide
the
stood
and
was
score
at
at about the five minute mark, the
"Blondie in the Dough"
tains Ruth Backus and Jean Swigart, Scots zoomed to a lead which they the end of the firrt quarter.
with
and managers Delia Hughes and Mary lengthened to
The Scots recovered a Heidelberg
by half time,
an
Lake,
Penny Singleton I
Arthur
Baird.
Lou
fumble on the Princes' 36 in the sec
During second half play the Woos
and
ond quarter. Kennedy sliced through
of your favorite
ter court (i)ers belabored the back
yards
line
plays,
in
seven
two
the
for
Coach Mose Hole announces that board with 22 points as against Kent's
"On The Old Spanish
.
.
CHcdaA
but two incomplete forward passes
the annual athletic banquet will be 13
Trail"
stopped
Scot
the
the
threat
Heidel
on
Mose started an
quia
held Dec. 3, at Smithville. Inn. Those
Popular, Colorful
with
berg 29. From then until the half it
would make,.
uaver
Dick
at
haw
of
tet
and
freshman
carl
varsity
currently on the
and
was a punting duet between Gene Bis
and
Checks,
Guizar
Tito
Rogers,
Plaids,
Roy
forward," Pat' Millfgah at'eenter, and
football squads and the cross country
sel and Miney .Busack with the Scots
1..
Jane Frazer J."'
- Solid Colors
Fingers'- "Wagnera n d Jim Wey- their own six yard line as the half'
on
team are eligible to attend, in addi gandt
at guard.
time gun sounded.
Warm Sporty Shirts
tion to all lettermen who have engaged
SUNDAY-MONDABring in the negative of the
Wagner and Shaw were the high
actively in their1 particular sport within scorers tor the evening with 18 and Wooster Threatens in Third Quarter
Favorites
Real
Are
That
snapshot you like best and
"Cross Fire"
As the second half got under way,
the last year. Eight cheerleaders four 16 points. Milligan, Johnny Edwards,
we'll make an enlarged
with
it looked as though the Scots might
Buys and four chickswill be invited Carl (The Cat) Mortland, and Jim
print anyone would love to
Robert Young
Weygandt slipped seven, six, four, and tie the ball game. Coccia kicked off to
to dig in with the rest of the gang.
Butdorf, who fumbled on the Heidel
Robert Mitchum
respectively, that is
three points
receive. An excellent idea
'
berg 28 with Wooster recovering,
Robert Ryan, '
through the hoop.
.
lor Christmaj mailing this
Doug Miller, Wooster golf
The Scot bucket brigadiers missed Kennedy then lost a yard trying to
yeor. Prompt, quality work.
come around his own right end, but
WED.
TUES.
in 1941 and a town boy, was "Beaucoup" baskets, a situation which
play
the next
he slipped through
will receive much attention before on
the winner of the golf tournament held
BROS.
JoanCaufield
tackle and cut back; he really carried
Wooster's first basketball game against
Rains
Claude
this fall. His name will be inscribed on
mail
before
being
the
overhauled froth
John Carroll on Dec. 5. Coach Hole
Quality Clothes For Men
EAST LIBERTY AT SEVER
PHONE 16
in
the Coach Boles s Memorial Trophy plans to cut his c a s a b a squad;s behind on the Princes' 14.
-i
"Unsuspected"
below that of Dick Gernert, who won Thanksgiving holiday for basketball
Jim again took the ball and rammed
"
through tackle to the 9. Kennedy then
practices on Friday and Saturday.
the tournament in '39 and '40.
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Poetry Again

Wltat

From la France xair rux runca s

MORB ON

Qui

Dr. Hutchison in Edinburgh;
Library
Writes io Friends Back Home Rings Poetry Bell
(Continued

Tuesday, Nov. 25 Dr. Lowry.
young man,
(Continued from Page 1)
Zat got fraish on xe beach at is Wednesday, Nov. 26 Devotions
Choir
Cannes,
average a thirteen pound did vantThe following are exerpts from letters of Dr. John Hutchison, former
age for the Scots. Tht over-a-ll weight Zaid i a Mademoiselle, "Eh! Mon
head of the Religion department, written to friends in the United
sieur! Vot re hell!
for the two squads ia 197 pound par
States. Dr. Hutchison is studying at the University of Edinburgh in
Stay away from vair eet ees not
man for Mount as against Wooster's
Spanish
129.
tuntan!"
Scotland.
Tech
September 1
With a starting lineup consisting of
Araigos
10 I mermen, Coach Pcderson has
. . . Edinburgh is in the midst of a festival of music and drama.
This year's formal initiation of Sigmuch tht same team which defeated
The city, beautiful in any case, has
MORB ON . . .
ma Delta Pi, the national Spanish
last season in a game
Wooster,
been decorated with flowers, banners, criticisms of the Labor Government,
honorary, was held Monday evening,
which included the annulment of a
flags, etc So the appearance is very but inefficiency in administering the
Nov. 17, in Mr. Peyton's home. Presbe one of
Scot TD which subsequent moving
estive. This past week we heard rationing doesn't appear to
ident Carol Ries presided over the
Govern
while
(Continued from Page 1)
Incidentally,
the
pictures revealed to have been legal.
them.
L'Orchestra Colonne from Paris and
There is little doubt that Wooster will the opportunity to work for ocean ceremony as the new members were in- also a string quartet which included ment gives us cod liver oil for the kids,
down
be seeking revenge for that unde passage, and for work camps and itiated. Kay Burt, Dorothy Hauen-stei- Schnabel,
Primrose, Szigetti and it doesn't explain how to get it
Peggy Kline, Betty Reif, and
small
gullets
unwilling
of
served defeat of '46.
two
the
hosteling would be taken care of
Fourmer. Tomorrow I go to Dumfer- Dell Sharkey had been elected to memboys
....
through these channels.
Marotta and Bell Are Alliance
.i
ein (birthplace of Andrew Carnegie)
bership on tHajis of interest and a
October 26
Backfield Stars
see the performance of "Everyman"
Now conversely, what can you offer
to
high average in advanced Spanish
Mount has two big backfield guns NSA, which is undertaking these projabbey
there.
in an old Norman
work. Miss Steinbauer and Mr. Valella
Economic Situation
in the persons of tailback Vince Ma- ects and a host of others for your
became
. We already have seen many
Spanish
Department
of
.
the
Speaking of such things as food,
rotta and fullback Napoleon Bell. Ma- benefit? You can and must give it
members. Each initiate gave of the interesting places in the city we have about concluded that we,
associate
rotta was the highest scoring back in your active support. The philosophy
selection of Spanish prose or poetry. including the Castle, Holyrood Palace, picked the right moment to be away
the Ohio Conference last fall with that time will rectify wrong condi- a
ohn Knox's house, etc. On Tuesday from the U. S., and can only hope
ten touchdowns or 60 points. This to- tions is outmoded. When patience be
we are to go on a bus trip to Loch that prices have levelled out (without
tal also placed him 36th in the entire comes apathy, it is no longer a virtue.
Lomond and the Trossacks and on a nosedive into depression) before we
country.
Bon
Following the regional congress this
Thursday to Ayr and the Burns come home. We don't mean to make
seMarotta was an
week end, the constitution of the
French Club met last Monday eve- country. In between these various ac you feel too envious, but here are some
lection in the '46 backfield and an United States National Student Asin the Big Four Room for an tivities I shall try to get a little study current food prices here: rib roasts of
ning
selection in '42. He aver- sociation, an organization of students,
evening of conversation and song. ing done.
beef, 27c a lb., butter, 28c a lb., eggs
aged 7.9 yards per carry in '46. A by students, and for students, will be
Cost of Food Low
President,
3c apiece. Other food prices are about
Palmer,
Jan
triple threat man, Vince can run the presented for your approval. Become
led
Ihrig
Miss
opened
meeting,
the
this level. The reason is of course
on
100 in less than 10 seconds. One of acquainted with it and give it your
be
quite
French
food
ade
continues
Our
singing
well
administered and generally ac
some
the
to
group
in
a
two seniors on the Mount squad, he is support. It needs you, and you need
much more so than we ex cepted system or price controls. It is
a
quate
for
Christmas
preparation
songs
in
expected to be really "up" in his last it!
pected. Eggs are severely limited but also interesting to note that this syi
caroling party later on.
football game as a Purple Raider.
we get a little bacon each week. Our tern has not checked production here,
include
the
Future
programs are to
' Bell is the only
and tomorrow's tussle home in their vic
meat ration is enough to do us from the volume of exports and of pro
banNight
Twelfth
annual French
freshman on the starting eleven. This tory satchel.
Sunday
through Tuesday or Wednes- duction generally, home as well as
and
Dec.
Entertainment
on
9.
lad of triple threat poI. A victory would enable Woos- - quet
good food are at a premium at this day. The cost of food seems much leu exports) was the highest in Britain's
tentialities was chosen as the service ter's football team to finish put of
than in the U. S. We get more bread, history. Of course the psychology of
affair.
teams'
in the Pacific the red for the first time since 1942
butter, candy, etc., than we can use. the people has a lot to do with the
when the Scots won six and dropped
theatre in 1946.
he rationing appears to be very fair successful administration of price con
Red Artino and Harry Geltz, right three.
MORB ON . . .
ly administered.
One hears plenty of trol.
II. Two touchdowns would result
: halfback and quarterback respectively
also carry plenty of weight and leather in Coach Johnny Swigart's gridders
We have a fine selection of
as their average yards per try in '46 exceeding the '46 team's total of 85
from Page 2)
of 4.6 and 5.5 will indicate. Artino, points, an eleven whose won and lost
Sterling Pins and Earrings
in particular, proved more effective record was not nearly as impressive as of Current World Affairs wishes to
At 1.00 each
give opportunity. It has an endowthan any Mount back in last fall's that of the present aggregation.
the income from which is used
Dads' Day game with the Raiders.
III. Wooster will be out to reverse ment
make financially possible the opto
Public Square
Faulkner, Wallick, and Lauterbur the result of last season's
game
portunity for a few exceptionally
Top Strong Line
in favor of Mount Union.
promising Americans to have oppor
Ends Jim Faulkner and Jack Wal
IV. Last but not least, the Scot pig tunity to become knowledgeable in relick, and right guard Frank Lauter skin squad will be attempting to prove
gard to one or more of the major
bur are the outstanding linemen to itself as well as to the student body
areas of the world. It finances a man
LADIES WEARING APPAREL
Faulkner and Wallick are both excel that it can win away from home.
as much and for as long as seems
for
Always First With The Latest
lent pass receivers in addition to be
accomplish
end
necessary
the
in
to
STARTING LINEUPS
156 East Liberty Street
ing fine kickers; Faulkner does the
view. It has financed men for work in
Mount Union
majority of Mount's place kicking.
such areas as, Russia, the Near East,
LB
205
Lauterbur won
men Wallick
215 India, China, Japan, Mexico, Brazil,
LT
tion at guard for Mount in '46. Tackle McGillivray
Argentina. The men have had various
LG
195
Tiny Sherman, who tips the Toledoes Hoyle
backgrounds, such as mathematics, sci
C
185
at a fragile 262 pounds, will also see Hackathorn
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
engineering, law, economics, agi.
ence,
- much service.
Lauterbur
RG
208
culture, political science, journalism,
An Agent in Each Dorm
RT
207
The Wooster Mount Union football Swygert
has
been
experience
the
It
of
the
etc.
Faulkner
RE
222
series, which dates back to 1902, is
Institute that it usually takes five years
QB
178
the second oldest Scot pigskin rivalry; Geltz
Marotta
LH
180 or more for a man to become in
the Wooster-Cas- e
series of 43 games
formed in regard to an area.
Artino
RH
185
exceeds the
rivalry. Of
The Institute of Current World Af
Bell
FB
190
the 35 games played against Mount
is on the lookout for more men
fairs
Wooster
elevens, Wooster hat won 22 while
finance.
to
It has no facilities for
Coccia
LE
212
losing only nine and tieing four. The
handling
large
number of applica
Ziemke
a
191
LT
Scots have scored a total of 315
but
tions,
happen
if
you
Curry
to know any
LG
179
points to Mount's 246.
Pontius
232 young man possessing a
C
In addition to the fact that seniors
Schneider
RG
187 mind, an attractive personality, sin
Tommy Lykos, Bill Shinn, Bill Quayle,
Lykos
RT
186 cerity, ambition, and a desire to do the
and Roy Miller (the injury received
Lane
RE
187 sort of thing the Institute is immed
in the Akron game may incapacitate
Busack
QB
171 iately interested in, it will greatly ap
Miller) will be playing their final game
Kennedy
LH
184 preciate having such a person brought
under the banner of the Black and
Twitchell
RH
170 to its attention.
Gold, four other reasons exist as to
Flippen
FB
177
Walter S. Rogers, director
why the Scots should want to take

Honorary
Initiates
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the rain falls friendly in the flaring
night breakneck
taxis slither by the wind
tugs harshly at my open coat the
;

lights stretch

Umpteenthly, may we close with
the
day's Golden Rule? It's pretty difthe shops are
wasting
ficult
listen carefully, you no, not
lighted girls'
you,
YOU!
Ready get set, here we
styes tilt in the window behind the
go:
Copy
Call
Numbers Correctly and
bars the drunken brawlsjulk
Completely.
How
about it think you
sodden in
handle
can
the
assignment?
By the
their constant toss and flow
way, whatever happened to the guy
who brought a plausible looking nummy old feeling of futility returns in
ber, let's call it 792 B12me, to the desk
moody silence the strets go by I cringe
and stood quietly by while the Girl
from the endless falling rain and
With the Rapidly Graying Hair did
from the
everything but call for Phillip Morspeeding cars that cry
ris? Some few quarter hours later, she
jetting out exhaust which chokes my
took Agar Schlurdu by the nape of
feeble throat with sullen hands the
his hairy neck, conducted him gently
buildings
to the card catalogue, and pointed out
topple ever nearer on their pedestals
the card in' question. The number
of sand
read 792.08 B12me. "You made a
the walkers stalking the streets are
mistake," she said simply. He blinked.
dead and
She prodded him gently. "The decwalk a hundred days a slight
imal," she said. "Point oh ate. Right
small jangle of church chimes sounds
there." He turned. The dawn broke
a gasp in
over his head. You could hear it shathaze
ter against the concrete. He opened
frustration binds me swirls on by with his
mouth. He spoke, "You mean you
the elevated's rank discord the rain
have to have that too?" . . . Famwinds down the alleys like a broken
ous last words . ,"
i
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smoke-fille-

d

rusted
sword
my hotel looms up as black as sin
cigarette
dull-edge-
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butts strew the extreme the stairs
the stairs the door latch tortured in
my room

THE GIFT CORNER
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I scream

IDEAL FROCKS

All-Conferen-

m

replace.

my naked head

.
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sky

the traffic clangs and screeches on the
lights turns gold to red the black
and windy rainy night screams panics

ontinued

Letters

By FRANK PIERCE

through

from Page 1)
a favor to
you that even the reading rooms are
open for your study and meditation,
but if you think that gal on duty
wouldn't rather be home listening to
the symphony, scratch your head and
And the downstairs is
try again.
locked, too, so if you need reserve
books on your own McGuffey readers,
get 'em out of there before five pee-eSaturday; because the glass in those
basement windows is pretty hard to
you. We won't tell you it's

CITY AFTER MIDNIGHT

on the

-

.

.

.

Now for Chime Time, brought to
you courtesy of the Class of 1910. It
may be later than you think, but the
library clock is habitaully three minutes ahead of class bells. Hey, don't
quote me all campus clocks are subject to change without notice.

THANKSGIVING DINNER
Like Being At Home

AT

ce

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT

.

MANN'S LAUNDRY

IN HOTEL BECHTEL
1 1 :00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
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Jeweler

George Lahm

r

221 E. Liberty St
Wooster, O.
Phone 1035-W

Vour

FOR

$3.50

Photographs
of distinction

CALL

Clarkes Studio
Phone
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Citizens EUnk Building
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A RENOWNED PERFUME
RETURNS IN NEW SPLENDOR

'

18.00

9.50

5.00

Dusting Powder

Tstc

Perfuma 36.00
Toilet Wstar

All Wool

On The Square
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Emeraude, the
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FRESH FILM
Eastman 'and Ansco

Now available in all sizes td
lit all cameras. '
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No need to hide your, ankles under, a
bushel or even under the, sofa or. old
love seat when you deck 'em out in
Argyle plaids. Easy on the budget
they wear and wear. Easy on the
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FREE

eyes.

DEVELOPING OF
ALL DOLL FILM
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Whopper Six!
Pay Only for
Each Good On. .
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